Introduction
Among recent phenomena of urban transformation in the European context, urban sprawl is one of the most debated and controversial (EC, 2004) . The term sprawl has been coined in the North America during the second half of the 60's, when features, determinants and effects of this peculiar phenomenon of urban development and conversion captured the interest of both researchers and the governments and started to be formally analysed (e.g. Real Estate Research Corporation, 1974; Altshuler, 1977; Windsor, 1979) . Although many definitions of sprawl has been given, a central component of most definitions -and of most tentative translations of this term 1 -is the uncontrolled spreading out of a given city, and its suburbs, over more and more rural or semi-rural land at the periphery of an urban area. This involves, in the short-run, the conversion of open space into builtup, developed land and, in the medium-run, a prospective exacerbation of some detrimental environmental externalities, which typically portray cities.
Differently from traditional urban expansion, this pattern of development is not followed by an increase of the overall population of the city. Migration here is no more directed from rural toward urban areas but, instead, from the core -more densely populated -towards the periphery of urban settlements, and further 2 . If one looks at Europe, towns and cities are expanding outwards into rural areas at a faster rate than their population is growing: a 20 percent expansion in the last 20 years with only a 6 percent increase in population over the same period (CEC, 2004) . Besides, at the same time that cities are expanding outwards, many contain large amount of derelict, unused lands, and a high number of empty properties.
Another extremely significant trait of sprawl is that the process of expansion is typically disordered, unplanned, this leading to often inefficient and unsustainable urban expansion patterns. With special regard to Europe, indeed, there is a widely shared consensus on the fact that urban dispersion is, at least in part, the result of a long-lasting normative lack or, more in general, of inadequate or scarcely farsighted urban planning policies, which have not been able to interpret the direction of the 'push and pull' tendencies of European towns and cities over the last twenty years (for a discussion see Camagni et al , 1998 Camagni et al , , 2002a . Of course, the factors that have assisted the success of disperse city in Europe are numerous (for a complete discussion see Gibelli, 1999) . For what concerns residential preferences, one can enumerates: the overall worsening of the quality of life in urban areas (high cost of habitations, congestion, air pollution, noise, deterioration of public spaces, etc.); the evolution of individual preferences and taste in favour of single-household dwellings (following the US archetype); the placing out from central locations of residential in favour of service activities; the higher costs of real estate requalification in central areas compared to extra-urban locations; and, often, less stringent city planning and institutional constraints in the periphery. The same goes for economic activities: increase diffusion of back-office activities irrespective of accessibility economies; scarce accessibility of central areas by motorised private transport modes; increasing fiscal and administrative fragmentation are all contingent elements that have contributed to the success of sprawling patterns of urban expansions.
Today, the European Commission recognizes urban sprawl as the most urgent of the urban design issues as it leads to green space consumption, high cost of infrastructure and energy, increase social segregation and land use functional divisions, reinforce the need to travel and sharpen dependence upon private motorised transport model, leading in turn to increased traffic congestion, energy consumption and polluting emissions (OECD, 2000; CEC, 2004) .
The favoured vision of high density, mixed use settlements with refuse of brownfields land and empty property, and planned expansions of urban areas rather than ad hoc urban sprawl, has been reinforced in each EC policy document on urban development starting from the "Green Paper on the Urban Environment" (CEC, 1990) 3 . Since that, a number of community initiatives on urban design has been implemented 4 . Nevertheless, additional efforts are needed to achieve widespread sustainable urban design able to fulfil such shared objectives, and concrete initiatives at national level ought to follow the current acknowledgement of the 'dark side' of urban sprawl. In these direction, the emphasis of the debate is on the need to ensure the adoption of a long-term strategic land use planning systems, with environmental impacts identified and minimised, able to reverse the tendency that, in the previous decade, have seen often urban development as un unplanned process leading to unsustainable expansion. The focus of the proposed solutions should be specific to the case. In fact, as each town and city is unique, it is not for this purpose to set standard system for making land use decisions, neither to define the "ideal" settlement pattern. However, the Commission is exploring the possibility of identifying guidelines on "high density" and "mixed used" new developments, the integration of green space, retrofitting urban areas to improve their sustainability, or on the continuity of the urban fabric.
Research, exchange of experience and promotion of best practice on urban land issues is therefore of particular importance and highly recommended to attain insights for policy actions. In particular, a starting point should be the identification of the actual state of sprawl-driven negative externalities in towns and cities, and their costs. Next, the identification of the cause-effects relationships that have favoured over time the phenomenon of urban sprawl should follows. We are facing in fact a phenomenon that is driven by a number of heterogeneous componentshistorical, cultural, social, economic, structural -which interact in the space playing different roles depending on local conditions. The possibility to monitor the impacts generated by urban sprawl over time and space, as well as to make clearer which are its major determinants is, therefore, an important prerequisite to prepare a solid background for the definition of effective national, regional and/or local urban environment strategies. This is particularly true for Europe, compared to North America, not only because of an indisputable scientific delay of about ten-years, but also because Europe presents a very much scattered puzzle of territorial conditions, which vary from country to country, region to region and, even, city to city.
Major research challenges can be summarised as follows: i) to qualify and quantify collective costs imputable to diffuse and scattered patterns of urban development over time and space, with the intent of drawing attention on contingent trends and tendencies, as well as on likenesses among different cities from which to share experiences; research projects related to the revitalization of city centres and neighbourhoods, the restoration and re-use of contaminated and brownfields sites, sustainable retrofitting of urban areas such as large housing estates and on strategies to reduce urban sprawl based on the integration of land use and transport planning.
ii) to achieve a comprehensive assessment of the determinants of urban sprawl with the aim of setting priority requirements and, thus, a ranking of priority management actions; iii) to analyse the effects of past urban planning policies to enhance feed-back processes and the definition of good-practice for sustainable urban planning.
The focus of the present chapter is on points i) and ii), with particular emphasis on the connections among sprawl and the impacts of urban mobility . In respect to this, even though, as we said, the debate on urban development and its consequences on environmental and social issues has started to be tackled in the European spatial policy, sound empirical and quantitative results on the collective costs of sprawl are still partial. It is indeed not straightforward to measure the environmental externalities related to the phenomenon of sprawl, especially due to the difficulties of finding sound and reliable performance indicators 5 . Even more challenging is the analysis of the determinants of urban sprawl, especially if one starts from the stance that more perspicacious analyses ought to focus on a local territorial level.
Among the bunch of studies available on the European context 6 , a qualitative comparative analysis of pros and cons of different urban growth patterns by Breheny et al. (1993) presents suggestions and recommendations for urban planning actions, set at various administrative levels, but lacks relevant results on the preferable urban growth mode. Camagni et al. (2002b) performs an empirical quantitative analysis on the metropolitan area of Milan, aimed at establishing whether different patterns of urban expansion generate different level of land consumption and heterogeneous impacts of urban mobility. In particular, the study provides first insights on whether there is any significant correlation between variables describing the form of urban expansion and the impact of urban mobility, as an indicator of the pressure on the quality of day-life in metropolitan areas and on the urban environment, with the aim of providing a basis for orienting future planning policies. A mobility impact based on commuting data referring to 1991 is used to capture the level of environmental impact of mobility on commune level, estimated on the basis of trip time and modal choice. The intensity of mobility impact is then explained by some variables controlling for geographical, socioeconomic, morphology and transport efficiency factors. The results of the analysis confirm the expectation that a higher environmental impact of mobility is associated with more extensive and sprawling urban development, more recent urbanisation processes and residential specialisation. The same procedure is used in two subsequent studies on the urban areas of Brescia (Camagni et al. 2002) and Bologna (Musolino and Guerzoni, 2003) , both referring to the year 1991.
More recently, Salatino (2004) follows the methodology by Ewing et al. (2002) and provides a static analysis, for the Italian regions, of the univariate correlation between an aggregate indicator of spatial dispersion and a number of parameters that capture some costs imputable to sprawl, with special focus on the private costs of mobility (e.g.: household petrol consumption, household transport expenditures, and so forth). Salatino (2005) proposes a similar static analysis at national level for 11 EU countries, including Italy, and a Path Analysis exercise to find causal relationships among the variables analysed. Both analyses show positive and significant correlation among parameters controlling for urban dispersion and transport costs, overall providing further indications of the fact that more dense urban forms are accompanied with higher costs of mobility.
In the analysis proposed in the present Chapter, a local level focus is adopted and an empirical quantitative procedure similar to the one employed by Camagni et al. (2002b) is enlarged to other seven Italian urban areas, namely: Bari, Florence, Naples, Padua, Perugia, Potenza and Turin 7 .
In respect to the previous papers, the novelty of the present study is threefold. Firstly, the analysis is dynamic and explores the changes occurred to the intensity of the mobility impact across a ten year period, from 1981 to 1991. This is a relevant decade to focus on with the intent to study the Italian context for a number of reasons: it corresponded to an overall 'deregulation' period that is thought to have promoted, indirectly, an unprecedented success of diffuse urban development patterns; it corresponded to an important economic boom, which led to new practice of private mobility.
Secondly, using multivariate cross-section regression analyses, we consider several urban areas at once, being therefore able to explore whether there are significant differences in the way the model explains variations in the mobility impact across various "prototypes" of Italian urban areas. Cities are selected, in fact, to provide a representative picture of metropolitan and polycentric Italian urban agglomerations, either located in the North, Centre or South of Italy (see Figure 1) . The paper tries, on one hand, to find empirical evidence of the increasing collective impact of urban mobility and, on the other hand, to figure out whether factors expected to influence the intensity of mobility impact do vary as the city of concern varies or, instead, if results are valid and sound for all the Italian cities analysed. This is a very important point for future research, which can help to give an indication on which ought to be the level of analysis to be preferred for studying the negative effects of urban sprawl on mobility, and their rousing factors. Available studies, in fact, propose either national, regional or local level analyses, often disregarding whether the impacts of sprawl are actually traceable and measurable at higher levels than the local one. In particular, the urban scale to which empirical analyses and case studies should apply remain uncertain.
Finally, we propose a conceptual interpretation of the causal chain in the explanation of the mobility impact intensity and we test it using Causal Path Analysis (CPA) (see a previous version of this study in Travisi and Camagni, 2004) . Differently from Salatino (2005) , which uses path analysis as an exploratory tool through which to highlight, with an inductive process, incidental correlations among variables, path analysis here is used to test an a priori defined conceptual causal model on the impacts of mobility.
The reminding of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the conceptual underpinnings of the development of the mobility impact model and describe our hypotheses as to the reasons for heterogeneities in the intensity of mobility across cities. In Section 3 we present results of the dynamic analysis of the intensity of the mobility impact across 1981-1991; while Section 4 presents and discusses the main findings of our empirical multivariate cross-section regression analyses. In Section 5 a conceptual interpretation of the causal chain in explaining the impact of mobility is proposed and empirically tested. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and recommendations for future research. In brackets is reported: the number of communes in each area, the type of urban settlement (M: Metropolitan; P: Polycentric) and their geographical location (N: North; C: Centre; S: South). Note that polycentrism is measures as the ratio between the population of the chief town of a given urban area (province) and the sum of the population of the ten biggest cities belonging to the province. A given urban area is defined as Metropolitan and Polycentric, respectively, whenever this ratio is bigger or lower than 0.5.
Explaining the impact of mobility in Italy

Creating a mobility impact index
Many studies on urban sustainability show that the demand for mobility is an important component of the environmental impact of urban growth but, so far, empirical evidences and a systematic quantification of the intensity of this phenomenon are still lacking in the European context and still partial at the Italian level. The first research question addressed in this paper is, therefore, to measure the intensity of urban mobility at local level, for a group of seven Italian urban areas representative of metropolitan and polycentric urban agglomeration either located in the North, Centre or South of Italy. Previous results by Camagni et al. (2002a Camagni et al. ( , 2002b Musolino and Guerzoni (2003) , Salatino (2004) show, for the Italian context, that urban settlements characterised by sprawling patterns of development are associated with a higher demand of urban mobility and higher environmental impacts than more compact ones. An additional question concerns the dynamic of the demand of urban mobility and the related collective costs for the Italian context. In particular, as we move from 1981 to 1991 commuting data, we expect to observe an overall increase in the intensity of the impact of urban mobility, caused by the progressive replacement of diffuse in place of more dense urban development patterns, and by a change in individual preferences for alternative transport modes towards private mobility.
How to capture urban mobility? For Italy, the lack of reliable mobility data entails a methodological and operational problem. As far as mobility is concerned, we use the only reliable data available at the local (commune) level, i.e., the journey-to-work data recordered in the 1981 and 1991 Census for each active resident. These are disaggregated by mode into 6 categories 8 and, within each mode, by the time taken: up to 30, 31-60, over 60 minutes. As trip length is not recorded in the Census, a drawback of this approach is that it is not possible to link trip duration and length and, therefore, it is not possible to distinguish between the effect of distance and the effect of vehicle speed and traffic conditions. Another limitation concern the nature of available data, which account only for one segment of urban mobility (commuting), disregarding all the nonsystematic aspects of mobility. Being aware of the existing data limits, we employ -as in Camagni et al. (2002b) -journey-to-work data to develop a so called mobility impact index.
From the data on travel modes and the time length of commuter trips (direction outside or within each municipality), an indicator of the environmental cost of mobility is created. As the environmental pressure of mobility is strictly related to mode and time length, a weighted index of pressure is therefore defined for 18 different combinations of mode and time, according to the structure of available data. The matrix of weights for time and mode, applied to each commuting trip to capture its level of environmental pressure is described in Table 1 , and it is based on two main assumptions:
• For any given mode, the impact of a trip per unit of time decreases with the trip length, according to a number of simple, but not trivial, evidences: gas emissions and pollution generated by vehicles are higher at the beginning of the trip; traffic fluidity increases outside urban areas; trains stops decrease on longer journeys, etc.
• Set conventionally at 1.00 per passenger per minute the weight of the trip by car, the weight of the various modes for a given duration is, respectively: 1/3 for motorcycle and bus; 1/5 for rail trips and transported passengers; zero for pedestrians or bicycle trips and passengers (this is justified by considering that the possible lengthening of a journey due to the presence of the passenger is already absorbed by the length of the journey travelled by the driver). Using the values in Table 1 , the commuters recorded in the Census are transformed into 'Equivalent Impact Commuters' (EIC). Given the municipality kth, the intensity of the mobility impact, I k , can be estimated as the ratio between the EIC and the actual commuters (at commune level) as follows:
where: m ij is the number of commuters moving within the kth municipality plus the number of commuters going outside the kth municipality for the ith travel mode and the jth trip time class; and w ij is the weight assigned to the ith travel mode and the jth trip time class (see Table 1 ). A drawback of this approach relates to the definition of the weight matrix that, as it is now, it is not linked to any physical impact dimension and, thus, provides a relative rather than an absolute measurement of the urban mobility impact. On the other hand, a big advantage of this methodology compared to others more direct indicators of environmental impacts is that it refers directly to the demand of urban mobility generated in each municipality as a consequence of its settlement pattern, rather than referring to some other mobility effects, which can often originate from other municipalities 9 .
The subsequent sections discuss the dynamic of the mobility impact index in the Italian context during the decade 1981-1991, and provide a multivariate analysis of factors explaining the intensity of mobility impact across Italy, relating 1991. Before exploring the determinants of the intensity of mobility, we analyze the distribution of the mobility impact index across the seven urban areas (province) of concern and its variation during the period from 1981 to 1991. As we said, during this decade Italy experienced the so called 'deregulation' period and an intense economic growth, two factors that have certainly significantly contributed to the diffusion of sprawl in this country, traditionally scattered by densely populated and wellstructured cities. It is therefore interesting to follow the dynamic of the demand of urban mobility during such period, in consideration of this process of development and modernization, and the consequent increase in income level and change in mobility individual habits and behaviours.
This analysis is here performed at different levels, so that we look at: i) the average impact within each province; ii) the average impact of the main city within each province (i.e. the chief town); iii) the average impact related to minor towns located within each province. This allows to take into account the fact that, within a given province, the dynamics of both socio-economic and territorial conditions during the period 1981-1991 can be significantly different if we consider main or minor towns. Table 2 provides descriptive statistics of the mobility impact index for 1981 and 1991 at the province level, whereas Table 3 shows the average values and the percentage rate of increase of the impact for provinces, chief towns and minor towns.
If we look at absolute values in Table 2 , a first result is that the impact of urban mobility decreases as one moves from northern to southern Italian regions, as one would expect given the higher income level of northern Italian area, which normally favours the diffusion of motorised private travel means. The higher impact values refers to Turin, and this is not surprising as this is the 'land' of the main Italian car producer, Fiat. Nevertheless, the positive trend in the intensity of the mobility impact over the decade 1981-91 characterises all the urban settlements considered, and it is higher for those areas located in the southern Italian regions, Bari and Potenza. The increment ranges from a minimum of 14.8 percent for Turin, to a maximum of the 37.3 percent for Potenza (Table 3) . Interestingly, with the exception of Turin and Padua, minor towns experienced an higher percentage increase in the impact of mobility than chief cities.
A second result is, therefore, that urban mobility has increased noticeably across the whole Italian peninsula for reasons that are beyond the increase of the Italian population, which on average has not exceeded the 5.3 percent points. A thorough analysis of the reasons for such an increase lies outside the scientific aim of this paper and would require an investigation on how the socio-economic features of a given urban settlement has varied during this time lag (e.g. household income, transport networks and infrastructures, changes in production factors and job markets, etc.).
Without entering into the detail of this discussion, it suffices to say that among the main drivers of such tendency the literature indicates, for Italy, the increasing demand of urban mobility, together with a shift of individual preferences towards private mobility motivated, to some extent, by the higher income level that made car market accessible to wider portions of citizens, as well as by the lower competitiveness of public compared to private travel means (Giordano et al., 2001; Lattarulo, 2003) .
The change in individual preferences towards private travel mode is confirmed by the results showed in Table 4 . Table 4 10 This paper does not investigate the reasons why individual preferences for alternative travel modes has changed. The hypothesis underpinning this paper is that, within a relatively homogeneous area (in terms of income level and main socio-economic conditions), such as each of the seven Italian urban areas of concern here, the local differences in the mobility patterns can be explained, at least to a certain extent, by the typology of urban development occurred in such areas. Thus, the form in which urban growth has occurred and, as well, its dynamic is expected to influence the intensity of the mobility impact at a local level and its spatial distribution. In particular, the economic literature on this issue suggests that a number of factors might have a role in explaining why urban mobility changes its intensity across various countries and urban areas. In particular, we expect that four types of variables might influence the intensity of mobility impact at a local level: geographical, socio-economic, morphology variables, and variables measuring the accessibility and efficiency of private versus public transport. The spatial distribution of the indices of impact intensity is examined using an econometric analysis to ascertain whether there are significant correlation with any of the selected independent variables describing the characteristics of a given urban settlement. All regression variants refer to 1991 and the mobility impact index is used as the dependent variable and captures, at commune level, the intensity of the collective impacts associated with the demand of urban mobility. Few variables controlling for structural and socio-economic differences across urban areas are used as explanatory variables. The relationship is established using least squares estimators. Three classes of explanatory variables are included in the econometric analysis: i) spatial, ii) structural socio-economic, and iii) variables relating to the demand and supply of urban mobility. Spatial variables include factors that contribute to describe the structural and spatial configuration of a given municipality located within a certain urban area. Among the number of possible parameters, indicators and proxies that can be used to capture the spatial structure of a given towns, we consider a variable that accounts for the distance of a given municipality from the chief town of the urban area to which it belongs (DISTANCE), a variable estimating the incidence of rural landscape within a given municipality (RURAL), and the overall city dimension (POPTOT). In order to describe urban areas according to their sprawling behaviour, we use -as a proxy-the gross density of the urban settlement (DENSITY). Among the socio-economic variables we consider the dynamic of urban growth in the decade under analysis (GROWTH), and a variable explaining the 'functional mix' a given municipality (MIXITE). Finally, the third class of factors includes three variables, which control, respectively, for the accessibility and efficiency of public transport in a given municipality, and for its selfcontainment capacity (SHAREPUB, COMPUB, SELFCONT). Detailed description and descriptive statistics of explanatory variables are provided in Table 5 and Table 6 .
In respect to the abovementioned discussion, our main expectations can be summarised briefly as follows. Population density is expected to have mainly an indirect negative effect on the mobility impact, through its influence on the average trip time of public transport and, hence, on the modal spilt of commuter trips in favour of public transport 11 . For what concerns the city dimension, we expect to notice an overall increase in the intensity of mobility moving from smaller to bigger towns, due to the fact that the number of motorised vehicle circulating increases, as well as trip time, and this favours traffic intensity and congestion. Nevertheless, the effect of city dimension might be compensated by the travel modal choice, whether oriented towards more environmental friendly and public ones, and also by the city density, whether high. Demographic growth rate is expected to show a positive relationship with the intensity of mobility impact. The impact index is expected to increase with the urban dynamisms of the commune of concern: in fact, a high population growth rate is generally also associated with the existence of areas of recent expansion, typically scattered all around the older urban conurbation. The literature also gives considerable importance to the residential versus productive attitude of a municipality, in connection with the demand of mobility as well as with sprawl. Sprawl is in fact both a cause and an effect of land use functional divisions, which reinforces the need to commute and increases dependence on private transport modes. This relationship can be conveniently interpreted as an indicator of the level of functional diversification-integration-segregation, i.e. sort of a 'functional mix' of each municipality. In particular, we expect to find a negative relationship with the mobility impact indicating that urban mobility becomes more intense as the proportion of employment decreases whereas the residential vocation of the area increases. The relationship between the impact of urban mobility and the efficiency and competitiveness of public transport is also relevant. In respect to this, Camagni et al. (2002b) find empirical evidence that, at least for the metropolitan area of Milan, the mobility impact index is inversely correlated to the share and competitiveness of public transport. Another potentially relevant source of variation concerns the direction of commuters during home-to-work daily trips. In this case, we focus on whether commuters move within the city borders, or whether they are directed outside their own residential town, in connection with the "functional mix" variable. Therefore, we experiment whether what we indicates as the "self containment" capacity of a given town can help to explain variations in the intensity of the mobility impact. As the literature does not suggest which direction one should expect, our analysis will provide original insights on this concern.
We analyse first univariate relationships between dependent and independent variables using pooled and categorised data, after proceeding with the normality test of the independent variables. Figure 4a provides scatter plots, which give preliminary information on the direction of each univariate relationship. Figure 4a shows that spatial factors (i.e. RURAL, DENSITY, DISTANCE, POPTOT) are all negatively correlated with the impact of mobility, and that such correlations are statistically significant. Differently, the city dimension (POPTOT) deserves a thorough discussion. The related scatter plot shows that the mobility intensity decreases as the city dimension rises. This contradicts our expectation to find a positive and significant univariate relationship between these variables but, on the other hand, the scatter plot between city density and its dimension shows that, on average in our sample, bigger cities are also those more densely built and therefore, in principle, less affected by sprawl.
Middle graphs refer to socio-economic factors ( Figure 4b ). As expected, GROWTH is positively correlated with IMPACT; while, in contrast with our expectations, the relationship with the log of MIXITE is also positive. Nevertheless, if one draws scatter plots categorised on the basis of the spatial position of the urban areas (i.e., located in the north, centre or south of Italy), one can observe negative and significant correlations between the impact of mobility and the functional mix variable. Bottom graphs refer to the relationship between the intensity of mobility impact SELFCONT, SHAREPUB and COMPUB and show, in all of the cases, a negative and significant correlation (Figure 4c ) with the impact of mobility. If one moves to categorical scatter-plots though, the direction of these relationships changes according to the geographical position of cities and towns, and this will need to be address in the regression analyses. In sum, the exploratory univariate analysis of the factors determining the impact of urban mobility indicates that our a priori expectations are generally confirmed. Interestingly, some of the univariate relationships that are difficult to capture using pooled data (for instance, the functional mix variable), emerge clearly once we use subsamples based on the spatial position of urban areas, this suggesting that simple univariate correlations can hardly be captured at national level, or that they might lead to misleading results (see Salatino, 2005) . In the reminder of the paper, we move from univariate to multivariate relationships and provide results of different variants of cross-section regression analysis, all referring to 1991. The degree of containment of urban mobility within a given urban settlement (at commune level), measured as the ratio between the number of commuters moving out of the commune, and the number of commuters moving within and going outside the commune 
Multiple Regression Variants and Estimation Results
The initial step of our analysis is to assess the average effect of explanatory variables, irrespectively of potential heterogeneities across different urban areas. We start therefore running multivariate regressions using pooled data. Preliminarily to this, we check for multicollinearity among independent variables and find no significant redundancy among them.
In the attempt to control for geographical differences, the model include the distance from the chief town of the related urban area (DISTANCE), and its rural ratio (RURAL). Among the number of socio-economic factors that might have a role in determining the degree of mobility intensity we focus on the dynamic of urban growth (GROWTH) and the residential versus productive vocation (log MIXITE) of a given settlement. We use the density of the urban development (DENSITY) as a proxy of sprawling behaviour 12 . The model also includes a variable that estimates to which degree urban mobility is (at commune level) contained within the city borders or, instead, it spreads towards outside of the city (SELFCONT). We can interpret this as the capacity of a given urban area to contain mobility within its borders, a sort of mobility self-containment capacity, which is expected to be positively related to its productive attitude. In fact, to some extent, the higher is the productive attitude of an urban settlement, the higher its capacity to contain commuting within its borders 13 .
Coming back to our main line of reasoning, we expect SELFCONT to be negatively correlated to the level of mobility impact for two reasons: on one side, the average trip times increase whenever moving direction outside the city; second, commuters moving out of their city usually prefer less environmental friendly travel means, especially their own car. We have a confirmation of this in Table 9 , which reports the results of a comparison between the mobility impact indexes calculated, on one side, considering both commuters travelling within the town and those going out of it (sort of gross mobility) and, on the other side, indexes calculated considering only the net movements outside of the town. As expected, the intensity of the mobility impact is higher whenever considering the net movements towards outside of the city, up to the 51.3 percent for Potenza. 12 We are aware of the limits of such procedure, whereas previous researches have proposed other, more accurate, indicators of urban sprawl (for a discussion see Camagni et al. 2002a ). To have a better understanding of the spatial distribution of urban settlement within a given area and about their sprawling attitude, we are at the moment working on the development of graphical indicators of sprawl, based on the methodology proposed by Salvetti (1982) . 13 A regression model of SELFCONT shows that the coefficient of MIXITE is positive and strongly statistically significant for all the cities of concern, with the exception of Potenza and Turin. This suggests that, ceteris paribus, residential cities can contribute to generate traffic and congestion more than urban areas with a higher level of 'functional mix'.
Besides, an important research issue here is to understand which role accessibility and efficiency of public transport can have in curbing the proliferation of urban traffic and congestion. On this perspective we expect that, as the overall competitiveness of public transport increases, commuters' preferences will move towards public transport means contributing to reduce traffic congestion and the intensity of mobility impact.
To capture these dimensions we estimate the accessibility (market share) and the efficiency of public transport calculated as, respectively, the percentage of all trips made with public vehicles (SHAREPUB), and the ratio between the average trip times taken with private vehicles over the average times taken travelling with public ones (COMPUB).
We begin analysing the pooled data sample with a simple specification in which the dependent variable IMPACT91 is modelled as a linear additive function of the usual constant term, the spatial variables (DISTANCE, DENSITY, RURAL), the log of MIXITE, GROWTH, the variables controlling for the direction of urban mobility (SELFCONT), and three dummies controlling for the geographical position of the urban areas (NORTH and SOUTH) and whether they are metropolitan or polycentric ones (METRO). In Table 7 Model A shows that results are consistent with the outcomes of the univariate analyses. All coefficients have the expected sign and are highly statistically significant. Interestingly, SELFCONT contributes to reduce the mobility impact. We use F-test to assess how much heterogeneity among provinces need to be taken into account using a weighted least squares (WLS) estimator. The pooled regression model can be affected by heteroscedasticity because mobility impacts refers to different provinces with differing numbers of observations (i.e., different number of communes in each province, see Figure 1 ). We therefore use the number of observations of the underlying province as a proxy to account for the differing sample sizes available for each of the seven urban areas (see also Dalhuisen et al., 2003) . The sample size of the different provinces ranges between 42 and 316 observations. Table 7 shows that OLS and WLS models provide significant and robust results consistent with our a priory expectations. Finally, Model C includes the variable measuring the quote of trips with public vehicles (SHAREPUB) and a proxy for the efficiency of private versus public transport (COMPUB). The model has a slightly higher explanatory power and it shows that both regressors are negatively and significantly correlated with the impact of urban mobility. Nevertheless, given the type of data available for the computation of the mobility index, which do not link trip duration with trip length, we are aware that these results might be biased by such underlying omission. The WLS model is omitted as it does not improve the performance of the analysis. Log ( Previous results show that the proposed model performs well in explaining the factors driving heterogeneities in the impact that mobility has in different cities. Starting from this, we proceed running multiple regressions in cross-section in order to explore the existence of significant differences: i) across single urban areas; ii) across cities located in the north, centre or south of Italy and; iii) between metropolitan and polycentric urban areas. We use Wald-test on combined restrictions on model parameters and intercepts across such aggregate samples.
We start with the analysis of single urban areas. Table 8 reports the results of reduced and full specification OLS and WLS models (A, B, C). Similarly to the pooled model, the dependent variable IMPACT91 is modelled as a linear additive function of spatial, structural and mobility variables, with intercepts specific to each province.
Overall, the results presented in Table 8 confirm the outcomes of the pooled models (Table 7) , even though the significance of coefficients is reduced due to the limited number of observations available for sub-sample based on provinces. The F-test results point to preference for the weighted over the un-weighted model. A Wald-test on combined restrictions on the parameters across the different provinces, resulting in seven aggregate samples, shows that the restrictions can be rejected and, therefore, that parameters are statistically different for cities belonging to diverse provinces (urban areas). As well, intercepts province specific are also statistically unequal.
In particular, major variations relate to the effects that the self-containment capacity and the quote of agricultural land have in explaining the IMPACT91 variance in different provinces. For such parameters, in fact, coefficients get either positive and negative sign. For instance, for SELFCONT, Naples and Turin have negative and significant coefficients whereas, instead, Perugia, Potenza, Florence and Bari have positive and highly significant coefficients in contrast with our expectation. Another contradictory result is that the quote of agricultural land favours higher mobility impact in Naples. Differently from the pooled model, the coefficient of SHAREPUB takes on negative and significant values only for the province of Florence and Turin.
For Perugia and Potenza, the overall effect of higher rates of commuters travelling with public transport contributes to increase the intensity of the impact of mobility, probably due to longer average trip duration.
The main outcomes from these models can be summarised as follows (Table 8 ). The coefficients of the variable measuring the distance of a given town from the chief city (DISTANCE) are all negative and small in terms of absolute values. For the urban areas of Naples, Padua, Perugia, Potenza and Turin, coefficients are statistically significant and they remain stable across the two models. This suggests that going towards the most external part of the province, municipalities become more autonomous and they behave as sort of self-contained 'district' that contribute less to urban traffic. An inverse relationship is found between IMPACT91 and the gross population density (DENSITY). Coefficients are small in terms of absolute values and they are statistically different from zero for Florence and Turin.
An inverse relationship also exists with the variable RURAL, but for the case of Naples. Coefficients are statistically significant for Naple, Perugia, Potenza and Turin, though they are small in absolute values. We can interpret this as an effect of the smaller demand of mobility in areas with higher agricultural land rates. The log MIXITE variable captures the effect of the functional mix of the city on the intensity of the urban mobility impact. In our models, coefficients take on negative values but insignificant values for Bari, Florence, Naples, Padua, Perugia, Potenza, Turin.
GROWTH, whenever significant, is positively related to the mobility impact.
It is however difficult to interpret results on the basis of single urban areas. We move, therefore, to a broader level of analysis and we run cross-section analysis on the basis of the geographical location and the level of polycentrism of urban areas (Table 10,   Table 11 ), using the reduced and usual full model specification.
In Table 10 we can observe that the reduced and the full model on geographic location perform well in terms of explanatory power and significance of coefficients. Wald-test on combined restrictions on the parameters across North, Centre and South aggregate samples shows that null hypothesis of equality of regressors and intercepts coefficients across the three sub-samples can be rejected. In this case, the WLS model is not to be preferred to the OLS one and it is omitted in the table. We can argue from these results that the usual specifications can explain the variation in the intensity of the mobility impact at a broader spatial level than the local one. In fact, whenever significant, regressors take on the expected sign for each of the three sub samples, with the sole exception of the SELFCONT variable. SELFCONT coefficients are significant and negative for northern and southern cities, while the coefficient for central cities is positive. Regarding the effect of the rate of trips with public means, the coefficient is negative and significant only for Northern cities, according to the results of the univariate analysis. not to be preferred to the OLS one and it is omitted. Similarly to before, whenever significant, regressors take on the expected sign for each sub sample. There are however some differences in the elasticity of some explanatory variables. In particular, the effect of functional mix, growth rate and density is stronger for towns and cities belonging to a polycentric urban agglomeration whereas, instead, the effect of DISTANCE and RURAL is stronger for metropolitan ones. p<0.00*** p<0.00*** p<0.00*** Note: the weights are determined as the number of observations related to each of the seven underlying urban areas. Standard errors are given in parentheses, and significance is indicated by ***, ** and * for the 1, 5, and 10 percent level, respectively. Mobility impact index calculated considering only those commuters going outside a given commune. Note: the weights are determined as the number of observations related to each of the seven underlying urban areas. Standard errors are given in parentheses, and significance is indicated by ***, ** and * for the 1, 5, and 10 percent level, respectively. Note: the weights are determined as the number of observations related to each of the seven underlying urban areas. Standard errors are given in parentheses, and significance is indicated by ***, ** and * for the 1, 5, and 10 percent level, respectively.
A conceptual interpretation of mobility impact
The conceptual model
Moving further from the results presented in the previous paragraph, we try now to enrich our analysis envisaging a conceptual causal chain in the explanation of the mobility impact intensity, in which the mobility impact is the results of the influence of three main territorial dimensions: structural economic and social, as shown in Figure 5 . In our model, the causal chain origins from the structural features of the urban settlement that we interpret as drivers of all other elements in the conceptual chain. In particular, we focus on the self-containment capacity of a given city, as a result of urban form and urban functional mix. The structural dimension of our conceptual model, here represented by the self-containment capacity, is therefore supposed to influence the intensity of the mobility impact through the economic and the social dimension. The economic element is represented by the competitiveness of public vs private transport (in terms of time efficiency), which is a results of the structural features of the urban settlement (e.g. urban density, functional diversification, etc). The social element is represented by the modal choice of the city inhabitants, depending on the competitiveness of the public vs private transport that, on its turn, is related to the urban settlement features.
Stigmatising the previous discussion, we have that settlement of relatively compact structure and good functional mix will be characterised by higher self-containment capacity. This will generate more favourable conditions for public transport competitiveness (in terms of journey-to-work time) that, on its turn, will move people preferences towards public travel means and, consequently, lower impacts of urban mobility.
From this conceptual interpretation we try now to move to the econometric analysis to find some empirical evidence of it. Before presenting our results, however, it is necessary to notice that our causal interpretation of the mobility index derives from a priori knowledge on the phenomenon and it can not be derived straight from the statistical estimation process. 
The Causal Path Analysis
In order to test the hypothesis on the causal chain in the explanation of mobility impact, we employ a methodology based on Causal Path Analysis (CPA) an in-depth description see e.g. Bollen, 1989) . This type of analysis formulates the model as a path diagram, in which arrows connecting variables define the structure of the conceptual framework and allow the estimation of reaction parameters, i.e., essentially the regression coefficients. The arrow diagram of Figure 6 contains the structure of the causal path that we want to test, which comes from the conceptual model presented in Figure 5 . On the right hand side we have the endogenous variable (dependent), i.e. the variable that in the end has to be explained by all other variables in the model. The remaining variable in the scheme are exogenous and intermediate variables, where the former are independent (in the sense that their variation is taken for granted in the model), while the latter can be influenced by variation in the exogenous variables. Among various statistical methods, we use the Generalised Least-Square (GLS) method to run the path analysis. GLS allows us to construct a model of linear equations, in which a given variable can behaves both as independent variable (in one equation) and as dependent variable in a subsequent equations. We can therefore estimate regression coefficients in simultaneous regression model. Under the assumption that each variable has been standardised to unit variance and mean zero, the value assumed by individual parameters represents the order of magnitude of each independent variable in explaining the following dependent variable. The statistical significance of each parameter is given by the values of T-students run in parallel to the coefficient estimation analysis.
In the framework of our analysis three latent variables are chosen, one for each territorial dimension included in the conceptual model, plus three exogenous variables that capture the structural pattern of any given city. MIXITE, DENSITY and RURAL are chosen as exogenous variables and they describes, respectively, the functional mix and the urban sprawl attitude of a given urban area. SELFCONT is chosen to represent the structural dimension; COMPUBB is the economic element of the model, while SHAREPUB estimates individual preferences for public travel means, i.e. the social element. Impact of urban mobility is estimated by our Mobility Impact Index. The causal direction of the chain is given by arrows in Figure 7 . Results are presented in Figure 7 with coefficients and T-values in brackets. From this it is easy to see that our conceptual model appears to be confirmed. All parameters are highly statistically significant and have the expected sign. The level of self-containment depends on some structural elements here represented by, in particular, residential density, functional mix and incidence of rural land. In this respect it is interesting to notice that, as the productive vocation of the settlement increases (MIXITE), the level of mobility selfcontainment increases too. The same goes for urban density and ratio of agricultural land. From the results presented in Figure 7 , we also have a confirmation of the causal link between self-containment and competitiveness of public transport. The SELFCONT coefficient is positive and highly statistically significant, meaning that as self-containment capacity goes up, competitiveness of public transport increases, as expected. Besides, the relationship between modal choice (SHAREPUBB) and competitiveness of public transport (COMPUBB) is also confirmed to be positive and highly statistically significant. As expected, a greater efficiency of public transport contributes to move individual choices towards public travel means and, therefore, to reduces the overall impact of urban mobility. The last link of our chain is indeed negative meaning that, as expected, all else being the same, if individual preferences move towards public travel means, we can expect a reduction of urban mobility impact. 
Conclusions
In Europe, the debate on collective costs associated with sprawling urban patterns is recent and it advocates for empirical evidence of their dimensions as, so far, sound empirical and quantitative analysis is still rare. It is indeed a hard task to measure such externalities and, even more, to provide an econometric analysis of the link between the way in which an urban area develops and its effects in terms of collective costs. In this respect, we focus on urban mobility and provide a broad empirical analysis on both the dynamic of urban mobility during the decade 1981-1991 and the factors determining the intensity of mobility pressure in Italy. We select seven Italian urban areas, located in the north, centre and south of Italy, and use journey-to-work data to compute a mobility impact index at commune level, for the years 1981 and 1991. The mobility index is based on a weight matrix that associates less environmental friendly mobility behaviours with higher impact scores (Camagni et al, 2002b) . A first result is that -as expected-during such decade, the impact of urban mobility has increased noticeably in the whole peninsula, up to the 37.3 percent. A regression model shows that the higher rate of use of private car is one of the main determinants of such an increase. Subsequently, we describe our hypothesis as to the reasons to explain heterogeneities in intensity of mobility impact and use cross-section regression framework to test them empirically. Models refer to 1991 data and include variables controlling for structural and socio-economic features of the urban settlement, with a special focus on sprawling attitude and competitiveness and efficiency of public versus private transport. Among the structural factors, whenever statistically significant, urban density, functional mix (economic-residential balance) and rural ratio are negatively correlated to the mobility impact index, while demographic growth rate is positively correlated. Higher impacts are associated with diffused, sprawling development, residential specialisation and more recent urbanisation processes. Finally, we try to enrich our analysis envisaging a conceptual causal chain in the explanation of the mobility impact intensity, which relies on three main components: structural, economic, and social. The three components are represented, respectively, by: self-containment capacity of a given urban area, competitiveness of public vs private transport (in terms of time efficiency), modal choice. In our conceptual model, structural factors are drivers of competitiveness of public transport, which, on its turns, influences peoples' preferences on alternative modal travel means. We test such causal relationship using CPA we find substantial confirmation of this, as all coefficients have the expected sign and they are highly statically significant. Results show that the level of self-containment depends on the structural form of urban development, and in particular on its residential density, functional mix and incidence of farmland. Results also show a positive correlation between the self-containment indicator and the public transport competitiveness; and between public transport competitiveness and travel means preferences. Finally, CPA shows a negative and statistically significant correlation between an increase in the use of public transport and the intensity of urban mobility.
